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Emirates NBD Properties showcased iconic projects at
Cityscape Global 2014
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Press Release [1]
Emirates NBD Properties showcased its award winning real estate portfolio at Cityscape Global 2014, the world's largest
networking exhibition and conference on property development.
Emirates NBD Properties, a wholly owned subsidiary of Emirates NBD Group, showcased its award winning real estate portfolio
at Cityscape Global 2014, the world's largest networking exhibition and conference on property development.
Projects by Emirates NBD Properties featured at this year’s edition of Cityscape Global included Limestone House in Dubai
International Financial Centre; in addition to Terrace Apartments, Windsor Crescent Townhouses and Control Tower – all three
projects located in Motor City.
Limestone House, located adjacent to the Gate Precinct-Gate Boulevard District of DIFC offers its residents exceptional living
space and amenities in a truly magnificent structure. Situated in Motor City, Windsor Crescent Townhouses and Terrace
Apartments offer residents a unique blend of privacy and community living. The stunning residential projects are designed to
emulate nature's finest features to cultivate a healthy and nurturing environment, in an enviable location of beautifully
landscaped parks, tranquil lakes and family-friendly facilities.
In addition, Emirates NBD Properties also featured its Control Tower, a commercial and business center strategically located in
Business Park, near Green Community Motor City and Dubai Autodrome.
Commenting on the participation, Ali Al Kaitoob, CEO, Emirates NBD Properties stated, “We are very pleased to have
participated at Cityscape once again to showcase Emirates NBD Properties’ portfolio. This year’s participation was the most
successful till date for Emirates NBD Properties, it has been noted that the show attracted almost 280 exhibitors from 28
countries. Investors’ positive response towards our premium property portfolio is proof that Dubai remains one of the strongest
real estate markets in the world.”
During its participation at the event, mortgage experts from the bank were also available onsite to attend to visitor enquiries.
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